Automated electrophysiology in drug discovery.
Ion channels play essential roles in nervous system signaling, electrolyte transport, and muscle contraction. As such, ion channels are important therapeutic targets, and the search for compounds that modulate ion channels is accelerating. In order to identify and optimize ion channel modulators, assays are needed that are reliable and provide sufficient throughput for all stages of the drug discovery process. Electrophysiological assays offer the most direct and accurate characterization of channel activity and, by controlling membrane potential, can provide information about drug interactions with different conformational states. However, these assays are technically challenging and notoriously low-throughput. The recent development of several automated electrophysiology platforms has greatly increased the throughput of whole cell electrophysiological recordings, allowing them to play a more central role in ion channel drug discovery. While challenges remain, this new technology will facilitate the pharmaceutical development of ion channel modulators.